
Directions to the Violin Workshop Marcel Richters, 
Geblergasse 124/15, A-1170 Wien 
 
 
From Airport  
 

 Airport Wien-Schwechat - Geblergasse 124/15  
 Drive 14.35 km on the A4 towards Vienna.  
 Continue towards city Centre (Zentrum), then onto the B227, Donaukanal A-Road.  
 Exit the B227 Donaukanal A-Road and turn left onto the Rossauer Bridge (Brücke). Continue 

straight on to the Türkenstraße flowing into the Hörlgasse. Continue straight on the Hörlgasse 
to the Rooseveltplatz.  

 Exit the Rooseveltplatz and turn right into the Universitätsstraße. Continue straight on this 
street to the Frankhplatz and then drive on to the Alser Straße. From there continue straight 
on to the Kinderspitalgasse. 

 Exit the Kinderspitalgasse and turn right on to the Hernalser Gürtel (Belt).  
 Exit the Hernalser Gürtel and turn left into the Lazarettgasse. Continue straight on the 

Lazarettgasse to the Jörgerstraße. Follow the Jörgerstraße straight on to the Elterleinplatz.  
 After the Elterleinplatz the Jörgerstraße becomes Hernalser Hauptstraße. Continue straight on 

to the Wattgasse.  
 Turn left into the Wattgasse and after three junctions turn left into the Geblergasse. 

 
 
Via A2 (South Motorway) Südautobahn- A23 Südosttangente  
 

 Exit the A23 at the Altmannsdorfer Strasse junction towards Wiental and continue on the 
Altmannsdorfer Straße (B224). 

 Exit the Altmannsdorfer Straße (B224) and turn left into the Linke Wienzeile. 
 Exit the Linke Wienzeile and turn right into the Schlossallee. This street becomes Johnstraße, 

then Possingerstraße, and Wattgasse thereafter.Follow the Wattgasse straight on until you see 
the furniture shop MÖMAX. 

 Turn right into the Geblergasse immediately after the furniture shop. 
 Number 124 appears after approx. 100m on the left side of the street. 

 
 
Via A1 (West Motorway) Westautobahn 
 

 Arriving from the A1 Westautobahn drive into Vienna. A few kilometers after the „Wien“ 
sign (on the right hand side) you will arrive at the Schloss Schönbrunn. 

 Turn left there into the Schlossallee. 
 This street becomes Johnstraße, then Possingerstraße, and Wattgasse thereafter. 
 Follow the Wattgasse straight on until you see the furniture shop MÖMAX. 
 Turn right into the Geblergasse immediately after the furniture shop. 
 Number 124 appears after approx. 100m on the left side of the street.  

 
 
From City Center (Zentrum) 

 If you are coming from the city centre take the tram line 2. Alternatively you can take the 
tram line 43 at Schottentor. 

 Exit at the „Wattgasse“ stop. 
 Turn into Wattgasse and finally into Geblergasse. 
 Number 124 appears after approx. 100m on the left side. 


